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DrinkingbiU drowns
House Affairs Committee kills two proposals to rolse drinking age from 19 to' 21
by Peter Takeda
The University News
Tho competing bills intended to raise the
Idaho drinking age to 21 died in the House
State Affairs Committee Jan. 30, during the
ongoing session of the Idaho Legislature.
The proposais to raise the drinking age
were introduced under pressure' from the
federal government, which desires uniform
drinking age laws throughout the country.
Idaho stands to lose $4-$5 million in federal
highway funds if a 21-year drinking age law
is not passed by Oct. I, 1986.
The highway fund loss would oecur in the
fiscal year followihg noncompliance with the
1986 deadline. Noncompliance would result
in a' similar annual loss in, the proceeding
years.
The competing bills were sponsored by
Rep. Linden Bateman and Rep. Dean
Haagenson. Both bills were intended to raise. the drinking age to 21. Haagenson's bill also
allowed fOr drinking establishments to stay
open until 2 a.rn. and legalize liquor sales on
Sunday.
The two representatives disagreed on the
main focus of their bills. "There have been
many efforts in the past to liberalize the cios-'
ing times and Sunday sales of liquor;
Those favoring these changes would like to
.dovetail those proposals in with the proposal
to raise the drinking age. In my view, these
proposals should be kept separate:' Bateman
said.
.
Haagenson supported his view by-claiming that a liberalizadon of the liquor laws and
Sunday sales would make up the economic
loss to bar owners and liquor stores after the
passage of the bill. The issue of travel between state lines was . more important..
.' Haagenson said.
People in Idaho, especially in Northern
Idaho, drive to Washington to take advantage
of the later, 2 a.m., closing times, Haagenson said.
"It is interestirig to discover the true
motivation behind those who want to pass

·IIIustration by Jesse Reynard

. the simple, 21-year bill. They are not willing to make the trade-off of liberalized liquor
laws. My bill says the same thing that theirs
docs; yet, mine also takes on the economic
loss and interstate.travel;' Haagenson said,
adding, "They are, in a sense, trying to impose their moral standards on everyone. I'm

not naive enough to believe that the law wil1
.cornpletely keep alcohol out of the hands of
the kids, yet consistency between states wil1
save money and prevent accidents:'
The two bills and the ensuing debate wil1
'be picked up in the next session of the-Idaho
Legislature, according ,to most legislators.

~'Several states have defied the federal
government in the past. A few states defied
'the pressure by the government to pass the
Mandatory Vehicle Inspection Law. The
states said 'to hell with it' and got away with.
it:' Haagenson said.
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by Stephen King
Tile University News

You've worked hard getting
your degree, hard enough that
you'd like to continue the challenge. That's what Army Nursing
offers. The challenge qf professional
practice, new study opportunities,
continuing education and travel
are all part of Army Nursing. And·
you'll have the respect and dignity
accorded an officer in the United
States '\rmy.
'
If you're working on your
BSN or if you already have a BSN
_and are registered to practice in the
United States or Puerto Rico, talk
to our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

Gall SSG Rayhel at (801) 524"-4568 in SLC, Utah.

Security in the-Parking ControlOffice has
been beefed-up since the Nov. 2, 1984 theft,
of roughly $20,000~30,OOOof unpaid parking tickets, according to Bob Seibolt, Parking Control director.
Seibolt said that the file cabinets have been
locked and a new computer system has been
implemented as back-up. However, the computer system, which has been in operation for
a month, was already in the planning before
the theft, Seibolt said.
"I don't care how much security you have,
if someone wants to break in and steal
something, then they'll be able to do it:'
Seibolt said.
Seibolt said that $28 of every'$52 of the
reserve fee goes to a scholarship fund. The
rest of the general decal money goes directly
to the university.
"All money' generated from the parking
program goes directly to the university. And
it goes either to the scholarship fund or it
goes to maintain this program, including
, maintance of the lots and signs:' Scibolt said.

Senate 'seeks
.. ticket reduction
by Steve Lyon
Tile University News

ARMY MURSECORPS.
BEALL YOU CAM,BE.

Students 'riiight see a reduction in the
amount they are fined for violating the campus parking regulations according to ASBSU
Pres. SteveJackson, who said he hopes to see
the fines reduced by half this semester.
:"We are writingup a proposal to be sub-rnitted to the parking committee that would
reduce the fines to. the amount of' a fine
downtown:' Jackson said, adding" "We are
going, to stand on that one:'
The standard fine for a parking violation
downtown is $2;' the fines fOr'~'l:&'pus
v.iolati.onsare $4 and $7,.50"Parkin reg la- , .
nons are enforced by Diamond Pa ing
which is under contract to the university to
provide this service.
,
The university is responsible for determining the amount of the parking fines according t9, BobSeibolt.rcampus representative.
for Diamond Parking.
"Diamond Parking enforces university ,
'parking policies. That's all. We do not take
'a percentage of each ticket; our contractwith
the university is for .$4,000 ayear;' Seibolt
said.
Toilerevenue from parking tickets goes to
the university. Of this, $20,000 goes
into the scholarship Iund..
'
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by Steve F. Lyon
The University News

, The drawn out affair concerning the status
of ASBSU,Vice Pres. Dave Ban was officially
concluded when the senate voted unanimously to accept Ball's resignation, which became
effective immediately.
'
Ball was asked to resign his position after
ASBSU Pres'. Steve Jackson and a majority
of thesenate felt that Ball was not performinghis duties .as outlined in the' ASB
constitution.
"I think-we gave him plenty of chances to ..
improve his performance:' Senator Karl Vogt
said, adding that there,were several meetings ,
held to discuss the situation and it was decidedamong senate members to ask forhls
'resignation.
' ,, "
.. Jacksonsaid he agreed with Yogt'sassessmeat of the situation.v'The senate took a
.long time to examine the evidence and acted
. accordingly,', he said'. ~ITherewas"due pro~'
he added. .' ,';.,
':
.' , '
'Reached/at
his hgme; Balt'refus~ to commenton the matter;
The procedure for ,selectinga new vlcepres.
accordirig to the ASBSUconstitution •calls
Joi J*Wson to appoint a replacementwho
wiIlthc;qgo to the senate to be Jil,ti(ied. ' ,"
Jackson said he has several'candldates In'
mind' and will make an annouri<:eitient
shortl:"
,', :"-,~"". ':
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Students reject 21 drinking age mandate
r-----,..-'-"

by Patrick Schmaljohn
The University News
An informal, campus-wide survey byThe
University News has found an almost overwhelming rejection. of the federal governmerit's efforts to force states to raise the
minimum drinking age to 21.
,
Twenty-one out of 25 people, interviewed
at various spots on campus, said they oppose
the idea of raising the drinking age to 21.,
Twenty-three of the 25 interviewees said they
do not like the idea of the federal government
trying to force compliance with threats of
reduced highway funding.
The Idaho Legislature has tabled two bills,
for this session at least, that would raise the
drinking age to 21. The federal mandate requires states to raise the minimum drinking
age before the fall of 1986; the Legislature
is expected to adopt a law during the 1986
session.
"I don't like the idea of the federal government trying to force something on a state that
is obviously a decision the state has the right
to make for itself;' said Doug Harrison, a.
29~ycar-oldpre-engineering major. "This particular legislation is an exampleof federalizing, centralizing, the decision-making process

'.,.maj6rmipact on state's economy'
.
"
'Dennis Keck' .
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Searching For Excellence, a book
the history of BSU, was recent! ly published by BSU history professor Glen Barrett.
Barrett started his research for the
book in 1980 after accepting an administration request to prepare a
history of BSU for the university's
50th anniversary in 1982. Barrett.
found most of the information contained in the book in the university
archives contained in the Library.
Don Haacke, in charge of the archives, assisted him with the research ..
The archives began the process of
cotlecting
information
and
photogjpphs in 1975.
Richard
Mabbutt,
research
Barrett also traveled around the
director.
state inte'~viewing 'former' BSU
I trustees and, officials of other state
and private. schools as part of the
Articles in the first issue ranged
research. Some of the most valuable
from the cooperative venture between
information, Barrett said, is that
public and private sectors to th
Boise Future Foundation. Briefs also . found in the papers of former BSU
President Eugene Chaffee and
covered areas, such as Canadian
Bishop Middleton Barmwell, who
research
by BSU 'professors,
started the junior college in 1932.
technological advances in the Boise
In Barmwell's papers are letters by
area and the arrival of the newaddithe famous defense lawyer Clarence
tions to the birds of prey center.
Darrow. Barrett also referred to a
Financial support for research at
BSU history book, An Idea Grows,
BSU is considerably lower than that
published in 1970 by Chaffee..
at the' University of Idaho and
. 1b assist his research efforts, Bar.Washington State University, accorrett was given only half his normal
ding t6 recent research support comteaching
.Ioad· for three years, in-.
parisons .done by the University
eluding the summers.
Research Center. A publication such
The entire project was financed by
as '. Search may· prove. t~.~he
the university. It was read by .the
state. and local government the need'
history committee and qualified pro. for more funding for .research professionals such as Merle Wells, an,
. jeets,' and should bring more public
and private support from individuals . Idaho state historian, and Everett
Cooley, .the curator of· Westerri
and . businesses
in the local
Americana for the University of
community, Mabbutt said.

--1
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Cover of the first issue.
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Brad Baum

-tlc, but I would still drink when I wanted to:'
. • Dennis Keck, another 20-year-old, said the
impact on businesses would be the worst part
of a 21 law. The information sciences major
said 19- and 20-year-old; an: the main supporters of taverns.
"Drunk driving wouldn't be reduced very"
much and the loss of business would have a
major impact on the state's economy;' he
said .
"If I'm old enough to go into the army at
18, I should be old enough to know when I
can drink:' said Rob Pennington, a 19-yearold business major. "Nineteen is an okay age
to be able to legally drink, but I thiil,k 18
would be even better, just to keep things fair"
Elise Jones, who at' 14 is not yet'concerned about losing her' right to drink;' said she
believes'i-9-year-olds would drink anyway.
Jones was visiting the campus the day the
SUfvey was conducted. .....
.
"I don't think they should change the law;'
she said. "It would just make more work for
the police and forthe courts because all those
people would just kcep drinking. The only
difference would be that they weren't sllppos- .
ed to. A law like Iliat would just create more
criminals:'

create more
Elise Jones

i about

BSU/Search: Discogeries Serving
Citizens, a new, campus-produced
magazine released its inaugural issue
in January, according to Richard
_ Mabbutt, director of the BSU
research center. Search will bring attention to the campus while helping
the citizens of Idaho learn more
about local scholars Mabbutt said.
The publication will be released
biannually by the Offi~e of University Relations, in conjunction with
the University Research Center.
Search will cover all of the colleges
and schools at Boise State: business,
arts and sciences, public affairs,
health science, education, .graduate
studies and vocational-technical
education,. according to Mabbutt.

\ \f'''lllIg'

on issues that should be left to the states'
discretion:'
.
'il have lived in states where the drinking
age is 21, states where it is 19 and in the service, where the drinking age is essentially 17,
and I don't see much difference in the drinking habits of this age group. I don't see a problem with drunken driving among teenagers
as much as with people in their 20s and 30s:'
.Charito Bellot, a 23-year-old special education major from Venezuela, disagrees with
Harrison. She said that a' person matures
considerably between the age of 19 and 21,
and that a 21-year-old is more likely to be able'
to contrql his drinking than a 19-year-old.
"People are more reasonable at 21;' she
said. "In Venezuela the drinking age is 18 and
they have a big problem with drunk driving
accidents among young people. There.arc
also many alcoholics:'
"Nineteen or 21 is pretty old just to be able
to buy some beer,' said Brad Baum, a 25-yearold art major. "Sure, young people are involved in more traffic violations and wrecks than
the older crowd, but that's just due to inexpcricnce, The rookies on football teams make
more mistakes too:'
.

'N.19 or 21 is old just to buy some

beer'

by Richard Snyder
The University News

by Pamela Miller
The University News
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'...freshmen go ape over alcohol'
Rhonda Gerleman

------

'Excellence' .snows BSU histo~i

Magazine
promotes
BSUresearch
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"If the purpose of this is to curb drunken
driving, why don't they just outlaw alcohol'
altogether? !j:Jelieve there are better solutions
than just raiillig:"the age discriminately. We
should try educating young people to the effects of alcohol - teach them to be careful
with their consumption. Raising the age
won't doany good; people will drink anyway
when they themselves feel they are old enough
to handle it. There are too many of these
discriminatory laws in our society as it is:'
While Baum said he disapproves of the
'idea because of what he sees as its
discriminatory nature, others on the campus
oppose it because they don't think it would
change' anything.
. "It might cut down on the number of
alcohol-related traffic accidents, but 18-yearolds tend to be rebellious by nature:' said
Rhonda Gerleman, a 20-year-old elementary
education major. "I work with a lot of
freshmen and they all seem to go ape over
alcohol. They may not be mature enough to
handle the responsibilities that accompany
drinking, but they're going to do it anyway.
If the law was passed right now and I suddenly couldn't legally drink anymore I don't
think I would stop. ~wouldn't be able to go
to bars, my drinking might be reduced a 1ll-

.Hlstory Prof. Glen Barrett and his new book, Searching For
Photo by Ryan Buzzini
.'

. cellence.
-...
Utah.

!::it Barrett

said that few people at
• BSU, students or faculty, know that
the Administration Bldg. was the only building in the early years at Boise
Junior College. It served as the
theater, the SUB and all classrooms
in addition
to .housing
the
administration.
.
The present site 'Of the university
.
became surplus land In· 1939 when:
the city acquired Gowen Field. It had
. previously been the municipal. air. port Studentspften~omplained
of

wedn,?aYFebruaty6,
.

Ext

the noise made by airmail pl~es
commuting everyday to and 'from the
runway on the south side of the river,
Barrett said.
.
The.Administration Building was \
funded by. a $26,000 bond election in
.1940. Prior. to this, Bishop Barmwell
operated a women's. junior college
downtown', stSt ...Margaret's Hall,
near St. Lu,ke's Hospital, funded by
the Episcopal.Church. In 1932 B~well decided to start a coeducational
junior collelte.
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ot BSUthis semester

Yugoslavian teaches
.

Fulbright Scholar and visiting professor of
economics, Drago Stojanov, is teaching three
classes at BSU this semester. including a
special topics course on the political
economics of Yugoslavia. Stojanov is the
author of three books on international
finance and teaches at the University of Sarajevo in Yugoslavia. In an interview with
University News reporter Steve Lyon, Stojanov talked about economics and gave some
insight on higher education in Yugoslavia.
Q: You mentioned that you have had three
books published. Docs the government
publish them?
A: No, we have what we call self-management
worker publishing companies, like you do .
here, which are operated by individuals in.terested in publishing.
Q: What Is the state of the economy in
Yugoslavia?
A: It's not as good as we'd like to see. We have
a high inflation rate currently running around
50 percent. We also have a large foreign debt
we owe to western countries.
Q: What kind of policies need to be irnplemented to solve Yugoslavill's economic
problems?
.
.\'"

.

A: We have introduced anti-inflation policies
and we arS;trying to reduce the interest rate,
not unlike President Reagan's policies. We arc
hoping to bring the inflation l':\tf"down to 10 '
percent and pay back our foreign debts. Right
now we arc borrowing from the international
monetary fund to stabilize our economy and
to invest. We hope. to sec positive changes
within two to three years ..
Q: How are universities in Yugoslavia funded? Does the government provide money for
higher edueation?
.
A: No. We have what are called self-managed
communities of interest. For example, in the
community of Sarajevo there arc various
kinds of factories and agencies that need or
. will need economists as a commodity. The'
factories and agencies that will need these
economists pay money into a special fund
which is managed by a designated institution
that provides a liasoilbetween the university
and industry. We cooperate. They pay 50 percent of the university's operating expenses
and the university raises the other 50 percent
by doing research and fees that part-time
students pay,
Q: Are students attending Itnlversities In

o

Yllgoslavia required to take certain courses?
A: At most universities, once you have chosen
your field of study you go straight through
from your freshman year to your senior year.
All first-year classes are prerequisites for second year courses. So it is regimented in that
sense. In the fourth year, you can choose
. some classes of specialization. In the
economics department, all freshman students
must take a class in Marxism. Here it is not
required and I feel these students know less, .
much less.. In Yugoslavia our economics
students study both western economics and
Marxist socialist economics which gives them
a better perspective.
Q: What are your imprrssions of America?
A: I am asked that a lot and I have to say
it's the people I like. It's true that everything
we have in Yugoslavia you have much more.
of here: cars, big houses. This·is not important to me;' people arc important to me. One
thing I find unusual here in Boise is that
nobody walks. In Yugoslavia everybody likes
to walk, but here it is different; everybody has
a car.
Drago Stojllnov, visiting professor of economlcs. Photo by Zane Darner

Nature's Notebook

A great new book from·IIUMANinteraction

EagleS rest in Boise

Subtle wlnning ways to tell. someone

How To

by Cindy Hohenleitncr
. The University News

9fi'Lt

During winter as many as 20 bald eagles

(Hoiiaetus lellcocephalllsJ migrate from northern Canada to the Boise River. Adult bald
eagles are not hard to identify because their
black bodies contrast with their white heads
and tails. Most weigh eight pounds and-nave
a wing span of six to seven feet.
Bald eagles migrate-to
the Boise River
because.their main diet is fish. However, they
also eat waterfowl and carrion. "During hard
winters, like 82-83 and 83-84, when there was
an abudance of winterkill deer, the eagles
tended to stay ncar Arrowrock Dam where
they fed on the deer,' said Karen Steenhoff,
research biologist for BLM and co-teacher
of the Idaho birds of prey class at BSU. She
speculated that this year the eagles were staying nearer to Boise because the winter has not,
been as severe. The increased number of fishin the river may also affect their staying.
Since the eagles arc only wintering in
southern Idaho, they do not form pairs or
build nests in which to lay eggs. Instead, they
perch or roost in the tall trees along the river.
, Around mid-March they will begin to move

they 11ke youl

On Monday
••••••• 1f you want a date for Friday.
Nothlng attracta people to each other
11ke certaln subtle signals. YOU can
learn what

chey arc and how to use

them ••::>i'1thCONFlDENCE
one feel

A bald eagle. Photo
Brown's book Eagles
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you enjoy reading of the first-hand
experlences of others, 11ke youroelf,
trying to attract someone they 11ke.

taken from Leslie

o , you don t have
i

back to northern Canada.
The bald eagle is found only in North
America. Bald eagles are completely protected under provisions of the Migatory Bird
Act Treaty, the Bald Eagle Protection Act and
the Endangered Species Act.
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wealthY, popular or unique in sny way
••••these tested wlnnlng ways do work
for everyone willing to try them.
We know how you f"el about first encounters. Maybe you
are afrsld to approach aomeone -- scared you wl11 be
rejected: or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Perhaps

you re miss1ngyour,chance

to meet

someone
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way to go about it; Wony no 1II0re.
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TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially
you to overcome
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fears

and to give

you

n~ self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness
work ~
you. Know why "acting out" of choracterH
1s slways the wrong thing to do. Leam how to use
the "verbsl hsndshake" technlque plus many IIIOre
, subtle app rcach Idess you have yet to thlnk of.
Read how a lIIereglsnce " scent or slll11ecan Ignite
a relstionship and be aure ~~=:2l!II!llIIl •••
:i
that you're using them the ~
right way.(You'll ~
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know howl) Chapters also
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Equipment 'needed
The recent open house of the newly remodeled Communication Bldg. made.
evident a problem of funding that is not being addressed by tfie State.
,
Legislature, While the building was remodeled by state funds, there has not yet
been any money spent on the purchase of the kind ofstate-of-the-art' equipment which will be needed to give BSU communication graduates the
skiJIs which employers are looking for.
While the department has tried other means of raising money, with last
semester's communication labs', problem as an example, it is now time for the
Legislature to step in with the necessary funds to finish the job.
About 120 students, sweating out an important grade, managed to raise
about $8,000, a preliminary figure given by Assistant Professor of Communication Suzanne McCorkle, who was an adviser for the lab.
But the equipment for the journalism 'and graphics labs alone will cost
about ,$180,000, according to Dr. Robert Boren, department chairman.
Clearly, $172,000 is not.thekind of money the average student can scrape.
~IP for his/her department. The body which holds the pursestrings for statefunded higher education in Idaho wiJIhave to loosen those strings soorier or
later for the department, and now is as good a time as when the communication dept. will face disaccrcditation for lack of adequate equipment.

Editor, The University News
Receritly there has been much discussion
about the arms talks between the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R. There are many views as to what
can and should be as;complished. I do not
wish to discuss that issue at this time. Rather,
I would like to address a more fundamental
but related problem.
, I belieVemany of our problems and failures
.in dealing with the Russians can be traced to
a naive historical world view. First, we have
'been blessed as a nation by being a good
distance from any major enemy. We have not,
in recent history, been threatened by foreign
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Quest for peace
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troops on American soil. Second, our personal histories as commtlnities and groups
have been relatively peaceful. The only Civil
war we fought was between two large regions
not the ruthless neighbor-to-neighbor type as
in Northern Ireland and Lebanon. Thus, our
-national ethic is devoted to the notion that
reasonable people can negotiate peacefully,
and accomodate one another. Our entire
cultural-social-political-economic'system
is
based on the idea that there are common
meeting grounds which allow people to live
tdgether despite ethnic, religious, class or
racial differences.
Our national historical memory, then, has
not prepared us as a people for the normal
realities of this world. We have been surprised again and again by oiher nations because

or Joseph Stalin; both were men who
respected strength and had nothing but contempt for weakness.
, There really are dictators, and oceassionalIy even entire governments, which are the
moral equivalent of criminal gangs terrorizjng an innocent town. There really are sadists
and thugs who, given the opportunity, will
torture and brutalize because they enjoy dt?ing it.
So now that we are again talking with the
Soviets at the arms talks, we cannot continue
in our naive world view. We must realize that
not everyone in the world upholds the virtues
of honesty, integrity and morality as we do.

,we refuse to study their habits7their culture
and their history. Because we have rejected
history as a serious preparation
for
understanding and operating in the world at
large, we find ourselves consistently
underestimating how difficult, how intractable, how brutal and violent that world can
be.
I believe,Americans, in general, tend to
underestimate the savagery of the world, but
liberals in particular carry the tendencY to extremes. Liberalsseem to have an ideological
block against accepting the notion that there
are really dangerous-people out there who
will do evil things unless they are stopped.
Contrary to the American tradition, there
, are some people who are actually evil. There
was no reasoning with either Adolph Hitler

Lowell C. Goemaat
Junior, Information Sciences
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'From ASBSU

",.',

letter -drive

I
,f

Didjyou have trouble scraping up enough
money to go to school this semester? Are you
tired of paying higher arid higher fees year
, after year? If so, this column has been
, especially written for you.
From 1978 to 1984, full-time fees at Boise
State University rose 170 percent for resident,
undergmduate students. Many of you started
'school here in 1981. If so, your fees were
$344.50. We all know how 'much fees are now.
Since 1978, the percentage of the state budget
allocated to higher education slipped from
21.6 percent to 14.5 percent in 1984. In other,
words, students have payed more and more
for their education in the past few years while
the state has-payed less and less. If this trend
continues, a freshman in 1985 could be pay, ing over $1,000 ill fees as a senior in 1989.
It is obvious that the students are the losers
'. in this situation. Yet, as inadequate funding
, from the state leads to a steady decline in the
quality of higher education in Idaho, the state
is an eventual loser as well. In the words of
Sen. James McClure, "Society is greatly
enriched by public investment in human
knowledge:' Senator McClure also realizes
'that"we have an' unmet commitment that
must be made to higher education in this
state:' A recent accreditation repo~t from the
Norihwest Association of Schools and Colleges states 'that budget support from tlle
State Legislature is a serious prqblem and
"mus~ become.a matter of conccr'n for·those
able to remedy the situation:'
We, as concerned slJ1dents, can do more
about this situation than pass idle complaints
amO\lgst ourselves. We can do something to
try and correct the problem. At the very, least,
we can ensure that our voices arc heard in
the State Legislature. To do this, a letter campaign is,now being organized by the ASBSU
administration.
But the success and theeffectiveness of this campaign depends entirely upon you. If you arc concerned and interested in this letter drive, here are some'
useful suggestions:

lfilfJ

Bolse'State University ---~.,...,..,
Registration Fees

-Do not type your letters. Neatly handwritten letters get more attention.
-State wlio you are (i.e. A student, a
.taxpayer).
/'-Be concise. State your reason for writing
the letter simply and to the point.
-Write as many letters as you possibly can,
and write them now;
Our legislators are now in the process of
deciding how' much' money to give to higher
education. It is important to get these letters
out as soon as possible. To assist you in this
effort, feel' free 10 usc the information contained in this column. A sample letter is also
provided for your information.
Provided
below is a list of legislators who arc members
.of committees concerned with funding higher
education. Write to these legislators as well
as to any others you may desire. If you wish
to write to legislators from your own district,
contact tlle'ASBSU office at 385-1440 for the
names of those legislators.
Send all letters in care of Idaho 'State
Legislature, State Capitol Building, Boise,
Idaho 83720.
If you cannot mail. the letters yourself,
., simply drop the off at the ASBSU office and
they will be mailed for you.
At right is a list of key committee members
to write.
You, as a student, arc paying more and
more (or your education. The state, on the
other hand, is paying less and less. If that
bothers you, and if you desire, get involved
in writing these letters, and do it now.
. For further information, feel free to conlact ASBSU Pres. ,steve Jackson or ASBSU
Lobbyist Bill Powers at 385-1440.
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Represcruutive
l\tont~omery
Edul'ulion Cummittee:
Scnulor"
Sverdsten
'sl'natur
Noh
Senator
UHk
Sl'nutur
Throne
Scnutur

Represenlalln~d
Scunlor
Senator
Senator
Scnntnr

-

Tominnga

.Finunre ('ummilll'l',:
Sl'lIulnr
t.uue
Sl'l1nlor
\'arbr(H1j,th
Sl'n~llur
\\'utklns
Senalur
Cr)'sllll
Senator
lUcks
Sl'nulur
I)uro
AIJllrllllrlulinns Commillcl':
I{cprt.'sentalivc (;lJrnse~
Ih'llfcscnlulh'c
Nelhuur
ItcprcSl'"IUUVl' Inranger
1{l'lln'sentnlive
Uu)'d
Ih'IHescnlulhe
Knl~Rc
neprescnlaU,'e
Geddes

Cllrlso~~
Senal"} Ringert

Senutur
Scnutor

Commit lee:
lIale
Representutlve
SroU
ltepr~senl.li v e "
Sl'ssions
Representutlve
Sculvs
Representutlvc
Reynolus
Representative
W\,,,,I
Represcututive
Crow
Ih'pres('nlalh-'c
Kdln~~
n.l'llrcsenlulin'
. Frl
Reprcscntutlvv
Educatluu

T\",'i~s
Swcl'm')
IJru~'
Reed

or

UiI)-'l'U

Scnatur nohtcr
Scnutur Ml·l.mlJ.:hlin

Revenue 10.'\ Tnvution Commitu'e:
Hl'prcscuiltlivc
Anlunl'
Ih'IHcSl'nluti"C'
IJruckl'll"
I{l'prcsentnlh-'l'
lIoolll'r
Hl'lJrCScnlatiw Chudhund
Ucprcsclltulin'
Stucki
neprcSfntatlvc IIrlll1ll11l1 ltepresenlaU..
I.ucas
Hcprc ....
rnluli\'l' AdunlS
I{('presentative
I.o\'clund
I{l'prescnlulh"e Tucker
J(cIJreSenlitliVf.·
Forrc)'
Itl'prcsenlative I':cholluwk 'ltepresenlati,'c
Montgomcr~"
J(cprescnlulh'c Ilurks .
Iteprt'scnlali\,e
Jones

From ASBSU is a regular column written
by members of BSU sllldent government and
printed by The University News as'a public
service to BSU students. Any opinions

Represcntatlve
nCllrescnlali,·c
ltepreSfnfall"
Representative
nl'prescntUlh'e
Rcpresentutlve
Ilepresenlallvc

Callen
llavis
Field
Iluagland
Simpson
Juhnson
mack

I{l'pn.'scntulin'

[)l'm~)",'

ltl'prl'Sl..'nIUliw Givens

Ilepn'sl'ntallvc (:hihJcrs
Itl'lJ~sl'nlalh'e lIuwkins
ncpresenluliw Hili
Ucprcscnlutin Unford
Iteprcsenlalivc Hobhins
IlrprcSfntulivc Ildd
nepreSfnlalive HlIrvalh
I{cilfesenhilin' Judd
UClJresf"llati\'(~Johnson

and/or comments are those of the authors.
All inquiries should be directed to S/lldent
government, located QJI the second floor of
the SUB.

I)ear------------,
As a sludent in Ihe slale of Idaho, Iam imturully eoncernOlt about the quality of the higher eduealion I am,
receiving. A~ a wxpaycr in our state, 1 am equally COIlcerned abuuI how my tax dollars arc apprppriated.
Without a doubt, Ihe qualily of my education depends
to a large extent upon the amount of funds given to our
intilulions of higher learning. !leeause of Ihis. I feel it
is vilal that higher education receive as much funding as
possible. As a state legislator t you arc in a position to
ensure Ihat this is done.
Thank you for your lime and respon,;ible consideralianor this important matter.
Sincerely.
(name)
(major)

Wh;ere would you lik.e to attend·
colle~e next year?_._.
somewhere warm?!
.CoU~~e of the Vir~in ls~ands
.University of Hawaii
Mon-Frl 8-10 am

+SonomaStllteU~iversity

+University of South Carolina
Check into the

+University of.
SQuth Florida
. ~

National Student Exchan~e'

Includes salad,
Son Francisco 'sourdough
bread, entree and
Spumoni Ice cream,
• Ask lor ,our 6-blt draught

Over 60 campuses available as exchan~e options
For info, visit rooms 204--6, SUB
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the Bron cos' loss to the Bengals-ln

the Pavilion

Friday. Photo

by Ryan

Buzzini

Broncos face dreaded Montone road trip
by J.R. Mitchell

The University News
. This weekend the Broncos go on the dreaded Montana-road
trip, traveling to Bozeman
on Friday to meet the Bobcats of Montana
State. Guard Jeff Epperly and the Cats' big
man, 6-11 center Tryg Johnson,
will lead.
MSU as- BSU will try to avenge an 83-77
r defeat
last month in Boise.
BSU will then travel to Missoula
and
• AdamsField House to square off against the
University of Montana Grizzlies. Coach Mike
Montgomerey's
Grizzlies also beat the Broncos last month. The Grizzlies are led by one
of the Big Sky's top-scoring
threats in 6-9
. junior swingrnan, Larry Krystkowiak.
Supporting Krystkowiak
is 6-11 bruiser Larry
McBride,
who has 52 blocked shots this
•~eason.

whenever Nish entered the game he drew
The Bobcats arc coming off a big win of
boo's from the Boise State fans.
their own - a defeat of the Grizzlies at
Despite .the bombing
of 3-pointers
by
Bozeman and the Grizzlies will try to regroup
. Wildcat guards, Kent Hagan and Randy
against the Broncos.
Worster, BSU continued
to hold on to the
Weber State, a senior-dominated
team,
lead and a 63:60 win.
leads the Big Sky in scoring and rebounding,
Boise State's leading scorer was 6-11 senior
and leads the nation in free-throw shooting.
guard,
Frank Jackson.
Jackson
had 19
The Wildcats
were favored going into
points. Bruce Bolden turned in a fine defenSaturday's game after coming off a 94-82 win
sive performance
blocking
3 shots and
over the Idaho Vandals in Moscow Friday.
gathering 9 rebounds. The Broncos' defenThe Broncos came out with a fired-up
sive effort helped neutralize. Weber's 7-1
defense
in "Saturday's
victory
over the
center, Shawn Campbell, who is the Wildcat's
Wildcats. The Broncos held Weber scoreless I
leading scorer.
for the first few minutes of the game while'
This past weekend the Broncos basketball
building up a 14-0 lead. -At one point BSU
squad had some high points and some low
had a 28-10 advantage. Weber fought back.
points. BSU's low point was a 3-point loss
tough to come within II points at the half.
One (If the highlights of the first half was. . to the Bengals of Idaho State, a team which
the Broncos had beaten by IS points at the
. a minor altercation
between BSU's Mark
Real Dairy-Gem State Classic in December .
Warren and Weber's Martin Nish,' As a result,

,

The Broncos
were led '~1 scoring
by
sophomore
forward,
Roland Smith, who'
fired in 25 points. Smith was followed
by Bolden
who
had
13, Freshman
forward, Mark Warren was also in double
figures with 10 points.
Shooting percentages for the game saw [he
Bengals shooting 52 percent from the field
while the Broncos shot only 47 percent.
The Bengals scoring punch consisted of
Nelson Peterson and Donn Holston. Peterson, a high-flying
forward,
pumped in 25
points
and Holston,
a 6-4 sophomore
swingrnan had 16. One of the key matcnups
was
.Boldcn
and
ISU's
Brett
Olivier, who was playing in place Qf:the 111jured Doug Moratzka.
Bolden led the Broncos in rebounding with
10. Olivier had 12 rebounds and finished in
double figures for the Bengals with 10 points.

\

Pat's Column

Self-sufficiency through C\{CIiQQ
by Patrick

Sehmaljohn

The University News
Oil Welcome to the first edition of Pat's
Column,
the sporting alternative
to Miss
Bronco. I'll be writing this column every week
in an effort to bring you stories about sports
that don't usually, receive coverage from the
media. Stay tuned for articles on skateboarding, rock climbing" skiing, snowboarding,
slam dancing and other fun sports. This week
I'm writing about bicycle riding in the winter.
It's 7.a.m. and the incessant buzzing from
the electric alarm clock has really got you
down, You get out of bed thinking about that
7:40 English class and suddenly you realize
that your car has a dead battery from the five
degree weather and it's too smoggy to drive
anyway. You don't want to add anymore carbon monoxide to the atrnosphereso you consider crawling back into bed and pretending
the alarm never went off.
Stop. There is a better solution.
In fact
there are at least. two alternatives,
but since
you only have 25 cents to your name (the bus
costs 55 cents) and this is a sports column
I'm going tosuggest that you go out to the
garage and get' your bicycle,
, Sure, it's cold, but you're going to be cold
even if you drive. When
you are an
automobile driver you have to dress warmly
because you have to scrape the frost off your
windows, let the engine warm' up and wait
.for the heater to raise the interior temperature
to a comfortable
level. Th~nwhen
you get
to.school-you haveto walk another half mile
to class from. the parking
space you were
lucky enough to find. Brrrrrr,

You don't need a heater when riding your
bike. By pedaling to school you give your
body a chance to take care of itself. Pedaling takes energy and energy equals heat. Be
sure to fuel up with some carbohydrate-rich
foods such as pancakes hefore leaving.
A few additional'equipment
items make
winter cycling even more enjoyable. A set of
fenders to keep the mud off your back is
nice, but not absolutely
essential. A good
. warm hat, however, is indispensable.
Your
head is one of your prime sources of heat loss
,so be sure to keep it covered. Cold hands
make winter a drag. no matter what you're
doing, so get into a pair of good mittens. Mit- .
tens are far more efficient
than gloves
because your fingers are in contact with each
other and therefore warm each other. Think
of it this way-four
people in a sleeping bag
are warmer than one person in a sleeping bag.
A primary
concern with winter bicycle .
riding'is safety. When the roads are slick you
have to be extra careful. You may be incomplete control,but
automobile
drivers are
often irresponsible
and in a big hurry. Give
yourself plenty of time to get where you're
going (double the amount of time it would
take you to ride somewhere during the sum- .
mer) and don't
hesitate
to ride on the
sidewalks when traffic is really heavy.

....

If you prepare- properly,

your bicycle can
be your prime source of transportation
year- ,
round. I think the best part of bicycling, in
the winter or any other season, is the good
, feeling you get knowing you are not depen.dent on fossil fuels or contributing
to Boise's
horrendous
smog problem. Be safe and keep
Wheeling.
.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, February 7'
BGA Exhibit, Focus on Realism' Worksfrom
the Glenn C. Janss ColI£!ction, through Feb.
17, admission donation,$I
general, $.50
children, students, senior citizens.
BSU Museum Show, Society of Illustrators
1984-85 'Iravellng Exhibit, first floor, Liberal
Arts Bldg., 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., through Feb. 22,
free.
SUB art show, wildlife and western drawings
of Angie Tester, second floor, SUB, through
Feb. 17, free.
QuOt show and jecture, Idaho Historica~
Museum, Julia Davis Park, with Jan Myers,
7:30 p.m., tickets $2, call 345-7068 for more
information.

Friday, February 8
SPB Films, Memories of Underdevelopment
and Nicaragua No Parasan, 7 p.m., Ada
Lounge, SUB, admission $1 for BSU
students, faculty and staff, with ID, $2.50 for
general public.
Jazz Festival, SPEC, student performances
every 20 minutes, free, for more Informaticn,
call music dept., 385·1771.

Saturday, February 9
,.

.'

Idaho Theater for Youth, The Emperor's
New Clothes, 11 a.m.,' Reading Center,
Education Bldg., tickets $2.50, caIl 345-0060
for reservations, also Feb. 10 and Feb. 17.
Jazz Concert, SPEC, 8 p.m., Big Bangg,
tickets $6, available at SUB, music _fepc,
Musicians Pro Shop, and at the doof
•
Idaho Choral Festival, Morrison Center, 8
p.m., tickets $5, available at Select-A-Seat
outlets.

Mo be, 'Ibm Ewell, Evelyn Keyes. A hus- .
band, after seeing his wife off to the country for the summer, finds a lovely blonde has
sublet the apartment above for the summer,
KTRV-12.
8:00 p.m. Breakheart Pass, Charles Bronson, Richard Crenna, Ben Johnson. A
distinguished territorial governor and his
companion on a snowbound train in the
Idaho mountains
is threatened 'by' a
mysterious man, KTRV-12.
Saturday, February 9
6:00 p.m. The Living Planet: A Portrait of
the Earth, "The Building of the Earth:' David
Attenborough visits Hawaii and Yellowstone
National Park to introduce forces which
shape the planet, KAID-4.
.
10:30 p.m, popcorn Paradise, The Strange
Love of Martha Ivers, Barbara Stanwyck,
Kirk Douglas. A cutthroat businesswoman
who as a teenager murdered her aunt, is now
. married to the only witness to her crime,
KA1O-4.
.
Sunday, February 10
1O:00.p.m.Great Decisions, "Revolutionary
Cuba: Toward Accomodation or Conflict?"
discusses Cuba's foreign policy.;and domestic
goals with attention to how they have affected
U.S. interests, KAID-4.
Mo~iJliy" February 11
9:00 p.m. American Playhouse, The star:
Crossed Romance of Josephine Cosnowfski,
Jean Shepherd's look at Thanksgiving and
a boy's infatuation with an exotic Polish girl
from East Chicago, KA1O-4. .
11:30 p.m, A Matter of Wife and Death,
Rod Taylor, Anita Gillette, Joe-Santos. A freewheeling private eye tracks the killers of a
small-time hood involv~d in a big-time'
gambling operation, KIVI-6.
.

Sunday, February 10
Ballet, Joffrey 11 dancers, Morrison Center,
3 p.m., tickets $8 - $15, available at Select-AScat outlets.
Chorole 'Concert, Pam Howard, horn, and
Chuck Enlow, piano, with the Boise Master
Chorale, First Methodist Church, 7:30 p.rn.,
call 343-7511 for more information.

Wednesday, February 13
Magic Show, David Copperfield, Morrison
Center, 5, 8 and 10:30p.m., tickets $13.50 and
$15.50, available at all Select-A-Seat outlets.
Epilepsy Roast, honoring Velma Morrison,
Red Lion Inn - Riverside, 7 p.m., BSU Pres.
John Keiser as Roastmaster, tickets $100 for
dinner, call Idaho Epilepsy League for more
information, 344-4340.

Thesday, February 12
8:00 p.rn. Nova, "Aids: Chapter OnC;'
details research into Acquird Immune Deficiency Syndrome in the U.S., KAlD-4.
11:30 p.rn. The Fuller Brush Man, Red
Skelton, Janet Blair, Hilary Brook. A traveling salesman, trying to prove himself, runs
into murder and hilarity, KIVI-6.

o
Big Bangg bops BSU
One of the country's leading jazz-fusion groups, Big Bangg ,
will perform Saturday, Feb. 9, at 8 p.m, in the SPEC as part of
the music department's annual Festival of Jazz.
The festival, which runs_Feb. 8:9, will bring some 30 high
school and junior high school jazz ensembles for two days of performances, competition and workshops.
The festival will culminate with the performance'by Big Bangg,
a six-piece band headed by drummer Gary Hobbs and saxophonist Michael Bard. Bard may be know to local audiences as
one half of the group Simon and Bard. Both Bard and Hobbs
played with the late Stan Kenton and his orchestra.
Considered one of the most creative and dynamic musical
groups to emerge in recent times, Big Bangg has its roots in jazz,
although its original music represents the fusion of synthesized
sounds with rock. The band 'is rounded out with Jeff Usitalo on
trombone, Glen Holstom on piano, Dan'Balmer on guitar and
Denny Bixby on bass.
.
Tickets to the concert are $6 and may be purchased at the SUB,
the music dept. office in the Morrison Center, the Musicians Pro
Shop or at the door.
Members of Big Bangg will lead workshops both days in thc
SUB Ballroom on a wide rangeof jazz-related topics, including
improvisation, electronics, composition and arranging and specific
instruments .. The workshops are open to the public and admission
is $1 or free with the purchase of a Big Bangg concert ticket. For
more information, call the music dept. at 385-1771.
The student jazz ensembles will be performing every 20 minutes
both days in the SPEC. Judges will make oral critiques of each
of the five band classifications competing. This mini clinic is free
and open to the public .:

Wednesday, February 13
8:00 p.m, National Geographic Special,
"Four Americans in China:' the stories of an
American student, journalist: teacher and
businessman in China arc traced, 'KAID-4.

RADIO RAVE
Thursday, February 7
5:00 p.rn, Afterwork
Special, 10,000
Maniacs, Secrets of the I-Ching, KBSU-FM
91.3. '
'
Friday, February 8
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special. John Hiatt,
Sluggling; KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Husband-and-wife team to perform
Steve and Pam Johnson, bass-baritone and
soprano, husband and wife, will performthcir
senior and junior recitals Feb. 10 at 4 p.m. in
the Morrison Center Recital Hall. Admission

The music students will sing a series of
!.;
solos, and then close the recital with two com- ;.'.;
bined numbers: "0 Divine Redeemer" by'·'
Gounod and Gershwin's "Bess, You is My

Lbfin America~omfil~omi~~ti~
The SPB is presenting a Latin American
Film Festival Feb. 8·10 in the SUB Ada
Lounge. Tickets are $1 for BSU students,
, faculty and staff with 10, and $2.50 for the
general public, for the films shown FeD. 8 and
9. The Feb. 10 showing is free.
The festival begins with the 1968 Cuban
film Memories of Underdevelopment and an
Australian filmmaker's study of the
Nicaraguan revolution, Nicaragua, No
, Pasaran.
On Feb. 9, When the Mountains Tremble. a

documentary describing the struggle of the In'
dian peasantry of Guatemala against a
heritage of state and foreign oppression,
loosely structured around Rigoberta Menchu,
who fled Guatemala as one of the only survivors of her family will be shown.
'The series ends Feb. 10 with the free show,
ing of EI Salvador: Another Vietnam and
Todos Santos Cuchumatan in the SUB
Ballroom.
All showings begin at? p.rn.

.Sunday, February 10
11:00 p.m, Off The Record Special, The
Cars, I hr., KIYS-FM, 92.
Monday, February 11
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Pat Metheny,
American Garage,KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Thesday, February 12
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Fathers and
Sons, Fathers and, Sons. KBSU-FM, 91.3.

ONSTA<iE
../

Feb. 8 & 9

=

TOP TUBE
Thursday, February 7
9:00 p.m. Mystery, Agatha Christie
Mysteries II, .rack Herington hears cries for
help on the golf links which seems to lead
directly to his uncle's home, KA1O-4.
12:00 ncion The Seven Year Itch, Marilyn

8

Th~lln;veTs;tyNews

Bouquet: Chicken Cordon Bleus
Hannah's: Uncle Wiggly
Hennessy's: Kevin Kirk and Sally Tibbs
Iron Gate: Victor Mort
Victor's: Thursday's Child
Peter Schott's: Gene Harris
Red Uon Downtowner: Ruby Skipper
. RenaIssance Restaurant: Renaissance Jazz
Ensemble
Sandpiper: Cuando Cuando
Tom Gralney's: Heartbreak Radio
Whiskey River: Jettison Etty

Wednesday February 6, 1985

lllListrator's travelling exhibit
T.h~ Society of II1ustrators annual traveling
exhibit - featuring the original works of 37.
of the top artists in the country -will
be
displayed at the BSU Museum of Art Feb
l~L"
.
. The ili~strat~o~s include. drawings, paintings
.and m~ltl.medla Images created ,for books,
magazmes, album covers, advertisements and
other purposes.
. ..
.. ,
..
..
.

'

\~

.

..

.The works. exhibited are drawn from the'
Society of Illustrators Annual Show held cad
January in New York City,"
,
The opening reception for the exhibit will
be hc;ld FridaY,Feb. t, 7-9 p.m. in the
museum,located on the ,first floor of the
~iberal'Arts Bldg. The museum is open - .
wc;ekday~,~ ~:m.-4:30 p.m., and admission 1:
- ree.,·
. .
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'Fields' 'spews realism
by Edith

Decker

The University News

Jaffrey II

at- BSU

The American Festival Ballet will present
the Joffrey II company of New York City's
Jeffrey Ballet in performance in the Morrison
Center at 3 p.m., Feb. 10.
The company's performance will include a
wide range of 20th century choreography, with
.all of the pieces being performed having been
choreographed in the last 10 years.
Tickets for the performance are $8, $12, and
$15 and are available at all Select-A-Seat
outlets and at the door.
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The Killing Fields, a journalist's-eye
view
of the war in Cambodia,
is a fine technical
production, featuring excellent performances.
However, it is a film that's. difficult to get
along with - even to get through.
The film is well photographed
(by Chris
Menges) and edited (by Jim Clark) but is so
mega-realistic that one is forced to look away.
. Sydney Schonberg (Sam Waterston), just arrived from the U.S. as a foreign correspondent, is treated to his first bomb with his first
lunch and the blood letting begins with no
tourniquet in sight. We slide from one postbomb rubble-pile·once·village
to another. It
is absolutely realistic and point blank in its
portrayal of the effects of war on its victims
_ even if it is ghastly to view. This is not
family entertainment.
The real poignancy of the movie comes
with the relationship
between Sydney, the
overly-dedicated,
deadline-conscious
journalist, and Dith Pran, his Cambodian
interpreter and leg-man. As the North Vietnamese
guerillas come closer, non-Cambodians
and
VIPs are evacuated and Pran's family is
airlifted out while he stays behind with
Sydney to "cover the war.' Haing S. Ngor
gives an excrutiatingly
tear-jerking
performance as his character decides to stay and
send his family away. We feel he is crying as
much for a country he cannot save from
ludicrous political inl1uences and desecration
as he is for the family he is watching leave
in panic and uncertainty.
Now that the important personages are out
of the way, the war begins in earnest. We are
deluged with pre-pubescent
soldiers, angry
men who assassinate people for no apparent
reason, officials who can be bought off with
Coca-cola and scenes of blood being carelessly mopped from one l100r down the stairs to

another, as though it were salt water on the
.deck of a Navy submarine.
Sydney's photographer,
AI Rockoff (played
by John Malkovitch, Places In the Heart), the,
ever-scruffy ball of nerves covered by a face
of steel, puts it well as the machine guns rata-tat away, "I'm not happy here Syd"
After the final evacuation, the story takes
a definite turn toward the political. The journalists are holed up in the French embassy,
which reserves the right to refuse sanctuary
on any grounds and throw those they choose
to the wolves outside the ornate iron gate.
Pran has no passport and is eventually asked to leave despite a last-minute
attempt to
put him over as an honest-to-God
American
by Sydney and AI.
The story splits as Sydney returns to the
U.S. to fight the bureaucratic
machine and
Pran
fights
off Orwellian-Communist
doublethink
in the. work camps.
Killing Fields portrays angry people and
innocent victims in a filthy war. It has no
choice but to be realistic or be called a fraud.
I suppose it's l;.o0d for people to be reminded of the follies in an effort to make guilt
keep away future lunacy. Watching these
scenes of disaster spin before me reminded
me of the non_technicolorvisions
of
mankind's
inhumanity
of three decades
earlier - the Holocaust.
It isn't something
you want to spend an evening doing, though
you may come away awed and thoughtfulif slightly ill.
The highlights of Killing Fields are the performances by Ngor and Malkovitch, especially, and Waters ton, incidentally. Watch for the
artsy
photographic
angles
and try to
remember that it all really happened.
The Killing Fields is playing at the Fairview Cinemas and is rated R. 'It contains lots
of nifty, justified profanity and exceptional
amounts of violence. Wars are like that. .

Beat Farmers at Mud Lake
by Stephen

version of "Never Going Back:' a song written by John Stewart; recorded by the Lovin'

King

The University News
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Master lllusionist David
Copperfield
will
appear and perform iiI the Morrison Center at 5, '
8 and 10:3:0 p.m.
on Feb. '13.'
Tickets for t'hl:"
shows are
available arall
Select-A-Seat
outlets and·
cost $13,50 and
,$15.50. There are
special half-price
tickets available
fprchildren
12
and under for the
5 p.m. show only.

When I saw the name of this group, I
couldn't resist picking up the album. The
Beat Farmers - not only does this name imply that. these guys. might .be Mud Lake
. farmers who worship Jack Kerouac, but also,
the band's drummer is named Country Dick.
Is all this an elaborate joke?
,If the name is a joke, the music on Tales
of the New West certainly isn't. The Beat
Farmer's sound wanders from brutal straighton rock, to bar boogie blues,to country rock;
and the group's stariceand
presentation
of
each genre makes you wonder if these guys
have been around for 20 years.
If nothing else, the Beat Farmers have an
educated taste in music. They do a wonderful version of an obscure VelvetUndergound
tune ("There She Goes Agilip.") and a revved.
.uP Bruce Springsteen
S~g'("Reasonto
Believe")
from his Nebraska album.
It
features a blitzkrieg of guitars and a barrage
of drums. They also presented a fine biuesy

Wednesday

Spoonful.
Lyrically, the band takes a turn at being
both funny and serious. In "California Kid:'
the vocalist puts on his best Johnny Cash imitation and strolls through the best lines of
sexual braggadosio
since Van Morrison's
legendary
song "Gloria":
"She undid my
boots/She
untied my jeans/ She untied my
tubes/That
I tied in my teens:'
But in "Lost Weekend" the singer whose
"brain is a shameful blur" finally realizes that
he doesn's need to find the lost weekend with
alcohol. In "We Do They Go" the group takes
on the big subject of aging and the loss of
familar relational roles that come with it.
. Still, you have to wonder if this group is
still a. put-on. In the country rag "Happy
BoY,' the singer speaks in a heavy country
drawl:' "My little dog Spot got hit bya
car/Hubba,
hubba,
hubba, hubba,
hub.'
, ba/Put his guts in a box and put 'em iii Ii '
drawer/Hubba;
hubba,' hubba, hubbabubba:' You gottaYlonder.
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Academic counseloi helps athletes cope
17

students encounter.
'.'1 think of them as my minority group:'
she said. "The 'dumb jock' stereotype is absurd. Athletes are capable of doing just as
well as any other student academically-and
they do.
.
"A healthy [ndividual is a balanced individual. The fact that these students are also
athletes is irrelevant. Neither comes first.
Theyare not students first and athletes second, nor are they athletes first and students
second. In my mind-and I try to stress this'
when I talk with them-they
are student
athletes, athletes who are studying at a
university so that when their playing days are
over thev will have something else to fall back

by Patrick S.chmaljohn
The University News

In one- corner of the Varsity Center is a
small office that nearly every athlete is
familiar with. The room is headquarters for
Barbara "Bobbie" Olson, BSU's academic
counselor for student athletes.
Olson has held this position for about 14
months, and is only the second person to do
so in the history of BSU athletics. The position was created to see that student
aihletes-both
men and women-are
in
academic compliance with NCAA rules and
bylaws, to monitor the academic progress of
student athletes and to serve as a sounding , on:'
.
.'
board for problems that athletes may enOlson said the athletes have begun to take
counter, Olson said.
a new look at the time they spend in college.
"At the beginning of each season I go to
A UTILE HELP _ Bobbie Olson, right, academic counselor for student athletes talks
She said most of them are-realizing thattheir
a practice.or team meeting and let the athletes
to Troy Kemp, a high jumper on. the track and field team, about his course of study. Photo
chWcs
of
turning
professional
after
comknow that I am here to help them with
by Michael Lovato
pleting
their
four
years
of
eligibility
at
the
whatever may come up:' she said. "I can be
college level are not great. She added that
an academic counselor, making sure the
they are taking advantage of the educational
athlete gets the classes and scheduling he or
Weekdays 9:30 to 9
and career opportunities that exist for them
she needs, or a personal counselor who helps
Saturday 9 to 7
while
they
are
still
in
school,
often
on
a
full
them find the resources they need to work out
Sunday 11 to 5
scholarship.
a problem. I also serve as someone they can
"To
sum
up
my
basic
message
to
student
just talk to when they need someone to listen
athletes, I want them to understand that there
to them:'
is a whole world waiting for them after they
Olson said there are problems that are uniare finished competing in sports;' she said.
que to student athletes, such as the-need for
"It's not my job to step on their dreams of
classes to be-scheduled in the morning hours
making it as a pro athlete, But, atthe same
so the athlete can make it to afternoon practime, I want them to realize that there are nine
tices on time, and others that are common
zillion other guys competing for that same
among all students, such as financial trouspot on a pro team. Or, they may have the
ble, homesickness or struggles with class
talent to make it as a pro, but they could
work.
•
break their leg and it would be all over. I just
"For an athlete who just graduated from
want them to realize that they have a great
high school and is plopped down in Boise,
opportunity right here to prepare for that day
Idaho, the adjustment period can take some
when their athletic careers are over"
time, just as it does with any student who
Several new rulings by the NCAA are forgoes from a familiar, high school, home-town
.
cing
athletes to work toward a degree of some
situation to a new, large-university environsort, Olson said. She said that formerly an
ment:' she said. "They find themselves in a
athlete had to complete 12 credit hours durnew area, forced to make new friends and reing their first season of competition and 24
establish themselves socially. Part of my job
before their second season. Athletes must still
. is to help them make this transition-if
they
complete 12 and 24, but after their fourth
want help. I try to help them build a new supsemester, they arc required to declare a masKI •• BaaT8.paLEI
Limit one coupon pel pUlc~ase.
port system and give them someone to
jor. Also, for their credits to be counted
unload on:'
toward eligibility, they must be making proShe said football, basketball and volleyball
gress toward their selected degree.
draw many athletes from California and the
~
"It used to be any 24 credits;' she said. "It
adjustment to Boise is often more difficult
was
a
travesty
because
they
could
take
12
for these athletes because Boise is a small,
credits worth of anything they thought they
relatively isolated community.
were interested in and wind up with four years
Olson said one of the biggest challenges
worth of nothing. Now, however, with the
ill
WITH COUPON
of I!er job is defeating the "dumb jock"
new rulings, they will at least be on their way
stereotype that has prevailed over the years.
to a degree when they complete their eligibiliShe said things are gelling better in this area,
ty. lt has put an end to athletes overloading
but added that it is a continual bailie. She
on courses like underwater polo and basket
said student athletes are just people with the
weaving:'
same problems and frustrations that all
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Right now, your local Army Reserve unit
has part-time skill training open in several categuril:s.'AllJ each jub comes with a $2,000 sign-up
bonus if you qualify to train in it.
The Reserve has more than 70 skills in this
Bonus program, ranging from administrative, com'
puters, communication, mechanics, medical, electronics, infantry, construction to armor. Of course,
not all skills are available inevery Reserve unit.
You'll earn over $1,200 per year to start,
serving on~ weekend a month and two weeks
annual training.
.
To find out which bonus skills are available in
youf local Reserve unit, stop by or call:
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spirituality.
"What that says to me is that people want
to get a sense of rootedness in the past to find
out who they are;' he said. Young adults in
the 18-to-22-year-old age bracket tend to be
in a state of flux or are questioning their
highly secure religious practices for the first
time, he added.
In addition to the history class, the Center
also offers three classes either for credit or
audit that are accepted by BSU as humanities .
courses. Included are: an introduction to the
Old Testament; the synoptic Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke; and contemporary
issues in social justice.
Steuber said he believes the current interest
in the studies is also attributable to television
programs such as Roots.
"There is a need to ground somewhere
...there is a need to understand what has.
been:' he said.'.
Math major Rita Nuxoll, 19, said she
spends a lot of time at St. Paul's when she
is not in class. "The people are friendly and
it's comfortable:' she explained.
Even though Nuxoll is a life-long Catholic,
she said she didn't spend time at the Center
. until she took a Christian retreat through the
Center's Search program. As part of the program, students spend a weekend focusing on
how to live life in a better way. Now Nuxoll

also helps out with the program. "I get a lot
out of it myself, I find out how I am progressing on my faith;' she said.
.
Education in itself has also brought
students to the Center, according to John
Ysursa, 22, a graduate student and history
major. "Education ...the more you go, the
more you question:' he said. "A majority of
students' will find a gap and will try to fill
it with something:'
Most often they choose extracurricular activities, but then they come to the Center to
. find answers because it is not fashionable to
talk about faith.
A high percentage of students at BSU
belong ·to the Church of Latter Day Saints
which operates an institute of religious
studies next to the Catholic Center. Its director, Brother Phillip Boren, agrees that the
numbers indicate there are more students
enrolled in religion classes there, but it isn't
because there is renewed interest in the Mormon religion, in his opinion.
, bDS students are choosing to attend BSU
rather than leaving their community and going off to school in other locations, he said.
"I registered here (at the Institute) before
I registered at BSU:' said nursing major Kim
Osier.
Boren's enrollment figures have 370 BSU
students attending classes this semester, compared to 315 last year. He pointed out that
most of the Institute's students have been
brought up as members of the LDS church
and are just continuing their religious educa-

Father Bill Steuber offers Holy Comunion
during Mass at St. Paul's Church. .
tion at the Institute, so their interest has
always been high. But, he did add that. he
believes that as our society becomes more
geared toward high technology, there is likely to be more interest in spirituality.
With four full-time teachers and three
others who workout of the Institute, a full
schedule of classes, some offered daily, are
held at the Institute. They are open not only
to members of the LDS faith, but also to the
community at large.
Included are teachings of LDS church
founder Joseph Smith, the Book of Mormon,
the New Testament and Doctrine and
Covenants as well as celestial marriage and

missionary preparation.
lWenty-three-year-old Erik Dorman, an accounting major, spends a lot of time at the
Institutc where he attends classes in the
church's priesthood, the governing body of
the church. He has completed a mission in
California where he learned to give presentations about his faith.
Neither he nor Osier said they feel excluded because they practice their faith so visibly,
because there is such a large number of other
LDS students on campus. They do admit,
however, that they are often questioned about
their practices and it is difficult to convince
people that they do not believe there are blue
menon the moon as one former neighbor of
Dorman's thought.
Osier attends sessions at the Institute for
women only which teach spiritual living prac'uces for the home along with parenting and
, social relations. The classes are structured to
support the Church's emphasis on the home
and family life, she said.
Both Osier and Dorman believe young
people are thinking more about the future today, if not necessarily about faith or religion.
"I think most people have been brought up
to think that there is going to be an end:'
Dorman said.
Thinking about the end may be more
predominant because the state of affairs in
the world is more agitated, according to
Osier. "They hear all the talk about fighting
in places like Lebanon and EI Salvador ...
they are thinking more:' she said.

SPB Presents

Films focus .on Central America

Weddings Begin At

by Jerry Wilson & Glenn Goffin

Hours: Mon·Thurs 10..5 Fri ..Sat 10..9
343 ..3172
__ Lower level 8th Street Marketplace

.'.~

The Brothers of
Saint Basil's School
preached against vice,
lust and disrespect.
But that
never stopped
.these guys.

If you missed Brother Rat and Sante Fe
Trail last fall, you now have a chance to see
the latest Ronald Reagan B movie, Central
American Follies.
The features for this weekend's Central
American Film Festival, with the possible exception of Memories of Underdevelopment,
have a definite political bias: they question
and challenge American policies toward the
Third World.
El Salvador: Another Vietnam which
received an 1981 Oscar Nomination argues
parallels between the fiasco of American involvement in Vietnam and recent U.S. policies
toward El Salvador. One more time, we get
to see peasants displaced in strategic
hamlets-now dubbed the Agrarian Reform
Program. Search and destroy teams terrorized
the countryside looking for that illusive, ill. defined .band of Communists.
When The Mountains Tremble, created by
the makers of the Vietnam documentary
(Pamela Yates and Thomas Sigel), is a film
about Guatemala's Indian population. It is
narrated by a young peasant woman,
Rigoberta Menshu-an
apatheticcturnedradical after the potlucal.murder of her father
and two brothers. The documentary is supplemented by some less effective but interesting historical re-enactments, like a 1954
dinner party where the U.S. Ambassador tells
Guatemalan president Jacobo Arbenz Guzman, the United States Government is mighty
ticked about 'the land reforms proposed by
Arbenz.

The United Fruit Company owned a
sizable chunk of Guatemala and John Foster
Dulles was on the company's board of directors. Th'(: Arbenz reforms jeopardized' the
company's land holdings. Arbenz was shortly
thereafter deposed by a CIA-backed coup and
replaced by a military dictator. The message:
Anything
is better than the Soviet

imperialism.
Todos Santos Cucllllmatan unlike When
The Mountains
Tremble is strictly a
documentary. It explores the daily lives and
problems of the Guatemalan Indians. We
gain some insight into their current political
response to the conquistadors.
Nicaragua: No Pasaran is a good primer
those interested in knowing more about the
latest Soviet venture in South America. Director David Bradbury focuses on a central
character, Tomas Borge, Minister of the Interior of the Sandinista government. He has
spent six years in Somoza's prisons; his wife
was raped, tortured and murdered by
Samoza's National Guard. Through this
character, the film describes the years under
Somoza, the rise and victory of the Sandinistas and its consequent problems such as
the inheritance of a $1.5 billion debt, the
Contra's relocation of the Miskitu Indians.
Memories of Underdevelopment, written
and directed by Tomas Gutierrez Alea, is subtle, understated and totally lacking the warlike overtones of the other films; it almost
doesn't fit with this film series.
It's 1961. Sergio, a prosperous landowner
and something of an intellectual, decides not
to flee Havana for. Miami with the rest of his
family; instead, he will stay in Cuba and write
that novel he's always intended to write.
Alienated from th bourgeoisie that leaves (he
calls them parasites), he's also distanced from
the revolution, and himself. He watches his
world through the telescope on the balcony ,
of his apartment, brooding over his lack of
commitment and satisfaction. He fantasizes
about the past. This is intersperced with
newsreel footage of the Bay of Pigs invasion.
and other then-eurrent news creating a dialectic between his brooding subjectivety and the
realities of the revolution. Everywhere is
underdevelopment: in himself, and the world
he passively' observes. A remarkable (lIm, it
promises to be the highlight of the festival.
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IF Godhad wanted them to be angels. Hewouldhave given them wings.
HBO PICfURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH SILVERSCREEN PARTNERS PRESENTS
A MARK CARUNER.()AN WIGUTOW PRODUCTION HEAVEN HELP US ;ANDREW McCARTHY
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Answers to last week's

Crossword' puzzle
44 Piece 01

'ACROSS

'dlnnerware

·0
~ 1

1 Mr. Preminger " 45 Bitler vetch
47 Poet
5 Vipers
9 Lock opener
49 Wine cups
12 Metal
50 Changed color
13 Den
01
14 ~Ineral
52 Bubble
15 Note of scale
54 Symbol lor
16 Send forth
sliver
l!l'ventllate
. 55 Permit
20 Negative vote
57 Region
22 Girl's name
' 59 Prlnter's
24 Army meal
" measure
2,7Former Russ.lan 61 Shoemaker'!>
ruler
tool
29 Weakens
63 Assistant
31 Unit of Siamese
65
Crippled
currency.
67 French plural
32 Ascends
artlcte
34 Game played 6n
68Deleat
horseback
69
Time gone by
36 Son god
37 Be present
. DOWN
39 Unit 01 currency
41 E~ecute
.
42 NQbleman
.

··THIARMY

3 As lar as
4 Unit
5 Assumed name
6 Petty rulllr
7 Greek letter ~

2

10

3

11

8 Spimlsh matron:
abbr.
9 Country 01 Asia
10 Teutonic deity
11 Old pronoun
17 Manuscript:
abbr.
19 Negative pretlx
21 Kiln
23 Footless
25 Ruses
28 Looks lixedly
27· Bartered
28 Walk unsteadily
30 Soft mud
33 Supercilious. .
. person
35 Spanish pot
38 Colorless
40 Tibetan priest
43 Fean1
46 Trades lor
money
48 Challenges
51 Prellx: down
53 Wholly: prefix
58 Hindu cymbals
56 High mountain.
60 Seine
61 BasebaJlleague:
abbr.
62 Pronoun
64 Malden loved by
Zeus .
66 Cooled lava

Hot springing
Dear Miss Bronco
I have always wanted to go to a hot spring,
of which I've heard Idaho has many. Could
you address me with some "hot spring
etiquette?"
Signed,
Mineral Wolter or Bust

Paradise
Floral

COLLIGE FUMJ).

";:-

1

COLLEGE cons
,ARE GOING UR
, BUTSOIS

Tuition, books, lab fees,
college living expenses ~ all seem
to be climbing relentlessly. Well,
here's some good news from
the Anny. 'Iodav's Army College
Fund is climbingtoo. You can
now accumulate over $25,000
fur college. if YGU qualify.
What's more, you'll study,
learn and become proficient in a
useful skill. It could be a skill
with so wide an application in
both military and civilian life that
it rnighthelp you decide what
to take in college,
If you're determined to go
on to college, but you don't know
where the money is coming
from, pick up an Anny College
. Fund booklet from your local
recruiter. It offers several options,
you'll want to investigate, Stop
by or calli SFC Brooks
at 334-1710.

-MISS BRONCO

Dear Bust(y)
As with all etiquette, the number of people that you are dealing with is importa~t.
In this case, I would also say that the sex
and/or sexual preferences ofthe people you
are springing with is even more important.
For instance, taking your pet turtle, Humphrey along may be amusing to your pals
from the dorm buL not acceptable to your
mother-in-law to be.
Of course, there's always the question of
nakedness when dealing with small bodies of
water. To strip or not to strip, as it were.
When dealing with same-sex situations,
'follow the most outgoing member of the
group. If they begin to unbutton, disrobe at
will. When the outing is co-ed, and only if
there is no chaperone, go with the flow. Don't
foHow it downstream unless you are enormously shy. Blushing is never good hot spring
etiquette.
Seriously, though, check out your spring
before
taking
a head-first
dive for
temperature, rolls of barbed wire, slime and
other annoyances
like tourists and lowhanging, fanged reptiles. You're supposed to
nave fun in the great outdoors but nev~r
forget that it has a million ways to annoy
and/or eat you up.
.
Another good plan is to have someone
along to haul you out if you happen to slip
and beam your head on a copper deposit. If
the water is really hot, don't stay in for too
long-you'll
only slink quietly to the car and
drink gallons of Gatorade for a week after
the experience. And,· speaking of drinking,
the good doctors say that alcohol and warm
water don't mix. No more charnpagn baths
on Friday nights for Aunt Mildred and Uncle Fritz.
Signed,
They Can't Fingerprint Me Cause
My Hands Are Too Wrinkled
Miss Bronco
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Ken & Eva
New Showroom: 1713 Broadway
across from Smith's

345-5599
338-9663

and after 5 'p.rn.

Dozen Roses .. . . . . . . . .. $19.95
1/2 Dozen Roses . . . . . . . . . $10.95
Dozen Carnations
. . . . . . .. $12.50
1/2 Dozen Carnations
. . . . .. $6.95
Dozen Anthuriums
. . . . . • .. $18.00
Balloon Bouquet .. . . . . . . . $12.50
Mixed Bouquets
$5.95-q.95
Exotic Arrangements
$20.00
3-4 week life

Pre-order for Valentine's Day
-

(arranging $4;()() extra)
We have a new line of latex and mylar
balloons of different sizes, shapes-and colors.
We cater to Boise Slate students,

Champagne Baskets
assorted, chocolates,
champagne and two
glasses and a mixed
floral bouqu t
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CLASSIFIED
Notices
STORAGE
FOR THOSE
ITEMS
YOU
can't live without but have no place to keep
them. Try our low cost spaces at Lockaway
Storage,
5246 Chinden Blvd., Boise. Call
322-4487.
JOIN THE BSU CANTEBURY
CLUB on
Sunday evenings at 7:00 at St. Pauls Catholic
Church.

, Jobs

THE FLICKS IS NOW OPEN for Lunch,
Happy Hour, Dinner and Sunday Bruneh as
well as the best in foreign, artvand
classic
,films. See our schedule for movies andLlVE
COMEDY.
646 Fulton, 342-4222.

The Craft
and Science of

DRAWING
Beginning a series of off-campus
classes. teaching the methods
and techniques of drawing
usually only found in the best
art schools. Strenqthen your
foundation in the most .~
foundational of the visual arts.

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR
$44 through the U.S. Government??
Get the
. facts
today-Call
1-312-742-1142
Ext.
9445-A.

EXCELLENT
INCOME for part-time home
assembly work. For info., call 312-741-8400,
Ext. 1429

FOR SALE:
DeFORD
.Ojcn-hole
flute. Good

B

. Free pregnancy

jiREN:w.ll~G"Kt~
Feb. 19· March 21:

PORTRAITURE

Feb, 2S and 27:

TV COURTROOM
ILLUSTRATION
Sessions held at Boise YWCA, 720 West.
Was~ingron Sf. For more information,
please call Clem Robins at 345-9143.

test

BIRTHRIGHT: 342-1898

.AII help is confidential

..

& free
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GRANT'S TRUCK & CAR STOP

Send your Valentine
Better

a Teleflora's Enchanted Heart
select/on If you order early

We Deliver Happiness

A complete menu 24 hrs.
Try us for an after hour treat

4846 EMERALD STREET

342-5546

184

BROADWAY

I

Dr. Hollingsworth
Chiropractic

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.

Vista Chiropractic

Clinic

Overland

345-0460
9 oin to I> prn Mon·FrI
9 o;n to 12 noon Sol

The Wine

(0.- and

_ouquet Shop
3455 N. Co" Rd.

Plto..

U6-0065

<vaft:ntlnE. ~PE:C~!
!B'tin.,q

in.

ad fo't

10

%

off an,1I pu-.chau..

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
The International"Youth

Physician

Featuring care for
athletic injuries

International Youth Exchange, a: Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families. Go to new schools. •
Make new friends.
If you're between
15 and 19 and want to
help bring our world together, send for
infonnation.
~

INTERCHANGE

BOISE, IDAHO

1805

:,il./
....
""'
........
-· '"

.f)Y .

pregnant? Need help?

SILVER-HEAD,
condition.
Retail:

,"~~I)I()LA~~

FINDERS,
2309
suit D, 1-8 p.m.,

I---------.---------j
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IDAHO
ROOMMATE
Mountain
View Drive,
Mon.-Sat.
376-7666.

FOR SALE, APPLE II plus, 48K, one-disc
drive with TV monitor and Daisy Wheel
printer. $1,000. Call 345-4766.

-_,
.r: t/-";'

;..'
....
r:»:

HOUSEMATE
WANTEDlo
share quiet
home in the north end. $68/month & utilities
& household responsibilities.
Call 345-4675
for info.

OSI30RNE
I, 2disc drive, 5 inch monitor,
accounting software included, $500.00. Ask
for Patty at 375-7963.

JOI3S OVERSEAS
INCLUDING
CRUISE
SHIPS.
$20,000 to $60,000. Free report,
write International.
131 Elma Dr., Dept. 689,
Centralia,
W A, 98531.

343-1692.

Roomate

For Sale

SWISS
FAMILY
LOOKING
FOR
A
"Mothers Helper." Three small boys. Country horne near Zurich.
Preferred
a nonsmoker, at least twenty years old. Must be
. able to drive. Salary, stay one year. Send inquiries,
photos
and references
to: Mrs.
Davies, I30x 392, Ketchum, Idaho 83340.

DO YOU NEED SOMEONE
TO TALK
TO? Are you lonely or depressed?
Please
give us a call. Reach-out hotline, 376-5000.

$600 Asking:$300.

ALASKA
SUMMER
JOI3S.
Work
in
Alaska, make good dollars $$$. SASE free
information:
Alaska Opportunities,
P.O.
Box 3468, Eugene, Oregon, 97403.

SNAKE RIVER ALLIANCE
presents an all
ages benefit show. It will be held February
8th at? p.m, $2;00. 720 West Washington.

We have a complete
floral line, wine and
beer maklng.supplies,
wine, champagne,
Import beer and
accessories.

Exchange,

Do You Want VI A & MasterCard
Credit Cards? '

WE CAN DELIVER"

Now YOU'can have two of tile most recognized and accepted credit cards in
the world ... VISA and Mastercard credit cards .. , "in your name" EVEN IF
YOU ARE NEW IN CREOtT OR HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFO~E! .
VISA ami MasterCard., the credit cards you deserve and need for 'OlD' Books
• Department Stores' Tuition'
Entertainment·
Emergency Cash 'Tickets
• Restaurants'
Hotels & Motels' Gas' Car Rentals' Repairs' And To Build
Your Credit Rating!
This is the credit card program you've been hearing about on"'nationaltelevision and radio as well as in magazig,cs and newspapers .coast to coast.
Hurry

a· e'.,
.
Snake River Alliance

.... fill out this card today .... Your credit cards arc waiting!

t

----------------------.
;: YES!
I
CREOITGETtER,BOXI091,SHALIMAR,

FL 32si9
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JEFPS VOL~SWAGEN SPECIALTIES

.

SINCE1963
A COMPLETE REPAIR SHOP

"Winter Whites"

I

get a head
start on summer

Complete service & repairs for most Germen & Japanese vehicles
-10%

. NOW.

A

This coupon good for
one free visit
2 weeks..$35.00

I

• _.

........-----,

Discount Wt Student I.D.

V.W. tune-up

Special'!
$29.• 98

Tune-ups
Electrical

··Major
& minor !!nglne overhauls
• Auto emission authorized service center

376 ..4686

0llen 8-5:30 M;n-Fri

Parts & Labor

K:B..ar:

4433 Adams

at the

"Monday night
special.
.

Golden Tan
Tanning Salon

All the spaghetti you

13th & Riverst.

can eat for $3.50

601 Main St. 342·9300
Ii::=========::::it

lunch

at Family Fitness
383.9160
Limit one coupon
per person
offer expires 2·20·85

includes soup or .
salad and garlic bread.

•

Special Features:

----------.J

L

336-5335

Cal In Orders

Bread

Snacks

e·

Whole Wheat Brownies
Fresh Baked Cinnamon Rolls
Sat 9A.M.-6P.M.

Mon. thru Fri. 7A.M.-6P.M.

J'

rWENI!E1H CENTURY FOX Presen's

AN INHRSCOPE COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTION A BOB ClARK fiLM

TIMOTHY HUnON
TURK 182
ROBERTURICH KIM CATIRALL
ROBERTCULP DARRENMcGAVIN and PETERBOYLE
DirectorolPhologlOphyREGINALD H. MORRIS, e.s.c.,

A JERE HEN~HAW.MICHAEL NOLIN PRODUCTION
AMEL DAMSKI FILM "MI~CHIEF" DOUG McKEON ~
CATHERINE MARY ~TEWART KELLY PRE~TON CHRI~ NASH
DlreaorofPhotogra~hyDONALD E THORIN ExecutiveProducerNOEL BLACK
Producedby SAM MANNERS indM.!CHAEL NOUN WnuenbyNOEL BLACK
=R:--r-':R=EST=RIC=TED~"
.

~.

III

DirectedbyMEL DAM~KI
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STARTS
FRIDAY, .FEBRUARY
8 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
.
"

SAMU ELSON and ROBERT CORT
ProdUledby TEO FIELD and RENE DUPONT
Screenplayby JAMES GREGORY KINGSTON and DENIS HAMllt
& JOHN HAMill SIOlY by JAMES GREGORY KINGSTON
Direlledby BOB ClARK·
PANAVISION·
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. CHECKlOW NEWSPAPERS FOR SPECIAL PREVlEWS~
REGULAR·ENGAGEMENT STARIS FRIDAY, FElIRUARYJ5~:. .

